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Editors’ Welcome 

 

Hello readers.  Welcome to Issue 11 of The Bangor Literary Journal.   

 

We are writing to you in very different times than usual, and indeed many of you are probably 

spending a lot of time at home these days.  We want you to know that we are thinking about 

every single one of you in this difficult and unusual period.  

Hopefully, this issue of The Bangor Literary Journal will bring you some respite from the 

constant news stories and allow you to escape, if only for a bit. 

We are delighted to bring you outstanding poetry by our featured Bangor poet, Peter Adair.  

Peter has been the recipient of several awards for his writing and he is a huge talent within the 

Northern Ireland poetry scene.   

In addition, Byddi Lee is our Issue 11 Featured Writer.  You will have the opportunity to read 

the first chapter of Byddi’s new novel ‘Rejuvenation’, which is part one in her trilogy.  I am sure 

that after getting a taste for her writing, you will be dying to order a copy of the novel and keep 

reading.   

This issue is packed full of excellent poetry, flash fiction, art, photography and reviews. It was a 

mammoth task, not for the faint hearted, to view well over 350 submissions for issue 11.  The 

standard was exceptional in every area and there were so many more pieces that were worthy 

of publishing.  We thank you all for your continued support and enthusiasm and we do hope to 

read your work again in the submission window for issue 12.  

We will now leave you in the safe hands of our contributors and we hope to see you all (in 

person) soon. 

 

Kind regards 

 

Amy and Paul 

                                                  

 

Link to the online Journal Launch: https://youtu.be/IzmXEJmQMCs 

 

https://youtu.be/IzmXEJmQMCs
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Poetry    Marian Brannigan 
 

Marian Brannigan has been writing poems for about ten years. She is a member of Dundalk 

Writers and has been published in their anthology Nest and Boyne Berries. Her poem 

Nature Lesson was shortlisted in Trim Poetry Competition 2020. 
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Pipe Smokers 

 

In Cusack Park, a Westmeath supporter  

stands in an aromatic swirl of tobacco smoke. 

It brings me back to my father’s ritual; 

loose flakes pinched from the Condor packet  

pack the pipe, each layer lightly tamped, 

tobacco charred with a circular flame, 

shallow puffs to get started, tamping 

between each puff, deep draws to stoke 

the flame, embed it in the embers, 

until he finds the right rhythm, the sweet spot. 

Years later, after his stroke, he takes the pipe 

from his pocket, strokes the briarwood bowl  

returns it to his pocket spiritlessly. 

 
When Dr. Seuss stopped smoking he filled  

his pipe with peat moss, planted radish seeds, 

watered them daily with an eye dropper.  
 

 

 

By Marian Brannigan 
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Poetry    Laura Cameron 
 

Laura Cameron’s poems have appeared in various publications including The Bangor Literary 

Journal, Community Arts Partnership annual poetry anthologies, Between Light and the Half 

Light and On the Grass When I Arrive. Her poem, ‘Still’, was placed fourth in The Bangor 

Poetry Competition, 2019. 
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Drunk on Martini at Fifteen 

 

yes I remember Cullybackey  

the summer of 1982 

cut-off denim shorts  

bare feet on the cool kitchen floor 

 

mornings with no hot water 

and a reluctant toilet flush 

meeting her Dad on the stairs 

wearing only a t-shirt 

 

I don’t remember any meal but breakfast 

snaps crackles and barking dogs 

jokes about evidence of mouse  

made my toes curl 

 

her Dad’s record collection 

us on mismatched musty chairs - 

so this was what it was like to live 

in a Yellow Submarine 

 

torturing her brother 

to drive us to the village 

in the clapped-out Citroen 2CV 

for Coke and Tayto Cheese and Onion 

 

I remember parties too 

sun-kissed and love-bitten  

upstairs rooms weren’t out of bounds 

a Shetland pony in the hall 

 

 

By Laura Cameron 
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Painting    Catherine McGagh 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

‘You’ve always had the power my dear. You just had to learn it for yourself...’ Wizard of Oz 
 
This painting emerged after a healing journey to the emerald city with healer Marie Evans of 
Lurganboy in Co.Leitrim. The journey invited a group of like-minded people to move through our fear 
of life & to pick up the courage to live the life we are called to live. Oils on Canvas. 
 
Donegal-born Catherine Mc Gagh has been living in Kinlough, Co. Leitrim for the last 7 years. 
She teaches yoga in the North West & has been painting & drawing for over a decade using mainly 
oils on canvas & charcoal on paper. Most recently she is a contributor to the We’Moon 2018 diary 
(Gaia Rhythms & lunar calendar for Women). She had her first solo show at ArtCo Gallery in 
Letterkenny in April 2016 and has exhibited more recently in group shows in LSC, Solas art gallery, 
Boyle arts festival, the Dock, Carrick on Shannon & High Bridges Gallery, Enniskillen. Much of her 
work can be viewed online at Newirishart.com. 
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Flash Fiction    Sharon Dempsey 

Sharon Dempsey’s crime debut, Little Bird, was published to critical acclaim in 2017. She 

published two women’s fiction novels and is working on a new crime series, along with a 

modern day Gothic standalone thriller. She writes plays, short stories and is a creative 

writing tutor at Queen’s. She is represented by the Kate Nash Literary Agency. 
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Lockdown                                                    

 

What do you think of this lockdown? 

Well if the corona doesn’t kill my Michael, I swear to god I will.  

Hard going isn’t it? 

Frigging murder. Like I never went out much, but a McDonalds and a wee scoot around the 

shops would feel brilliant right now.  

Our Agnes says she’ll never complain about anything ever again. 

Your Agnes could match Piers Morgan for complaining. I’ll believe that when I see it.  

Is your Chloe staying in? 

Aye, she only goes over the road to see her fella. Sure, he might as well be living here. He’s 

practically ate me out of house and home. I’ll need to ring Big Fonz and get him to bring the 

ice cream van round our way again. I’m low on cigarettes and chicken nuggets. Our Seana’s 

youngest is autistic and god love him he’ll only eat chicken nuggets.  

Awful hard on the weeuns.  

It is and them with no schooling. Joe Wicks is getting on my wick. Sure, they learn everything 

off them iPads now.  

We’ll not be able to get them back to school after this clears up. They’ll all be wanting home 

schooled.  

My arse they will. I better get in, Betty’s blind’s twitching. She’ll report us to the RA for not 

keeping out social distance.  

 

By Sharon Dempsey 
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Poetry    Jen Karetnick 

Jen Karetnick is the author of five full-length poetry collections, including Hunger Until It's 

Pain (Salmon Poetry, forthcoming spring 2023); The Burning Where Breath Used to Be 

(David Robert Books, forthcoming August 2020); and The Treasures That Prevail (Whitepoint 

Press, September 2016), finalist for the 2017 Poetry Society of Virginia Book Prize. She is 

also the author of five poetry chapbooks, including The Crossing Over (March 2019), winner 

of the 2018 Split Rock Review Chapbook Competition. Her poems have been awarded the 

Hart Crane Memorial Prize, the Romeo Lemay Poetry Prize, the Anna Davidson Rosenberg 

Prize, and two Dorothy Sargent Rosenberg Prizes, among others. Her work appears recently 

or is forthcoming in Barrow Street, The Comstock Review, december, Michigan Quarterly 

Review, Terrain, and elsewhere. Co-founder and managing editor of SWWIM Every Day, Jen 

is currently a Deering Estate Artist-in-Residence. Find her on Twitter @Kavetchnik and 

Instagram @JenKaretnick, or see jkaretnick.com. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://jkaretnick.com/
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I praise my neighbors 

 

 

who allow their engineered Labradoodles 

and French bulldogs to urinate on the “No Pee”  

signs staked into the balding pate of my front  

 

lawn, the citric liquid searing what’s left of  

the grass day after day, who extend the leashes  

as far as the historic brick walkway, clipped  

 

off like bangs halfway into the yard. I want to be 

as brave as they are, watching their dogs’  

legs arabesque over the cast iron silently 

 

castigating them in front of the crepe myrtle draped  

with the ironed hippie hair of Spanish moss  

and the weeping crimson bottlebrush, knotted  

 

by air plants, ribboned with hummingbirds. I applaud  

their collective gaze, as impassive to criticism  

as a referee, how it pays no attention to me sitting  

 

less than twenty feet away in the window of the Tudor  

house that once belonged to the Capone family, where 

the attic is haunted by auburn and emerald iguanas  

 

jetéing from the top of the overgrown live oak,  

and I hide my jewelry, what little of it is left,  

my grandmothers’ opal rings stolen when I lived  

 

on South Beach, behind the false wall that once shielded shotguns. 

This courage: It is an unearned, misplaced brilliance.  

It is an ostentation of peafowl, bobbing down the middle  

 

of my suburban street, indifferent to the engines imploring  

them to move, matching every car horn with a war cry  

of their own, as mystified, perhaps, as all of us the reason 

 

they are here but certain of their right to stay. It is  

the sound I need to sample, to re-broadcast in continuous  

four-bar loops, rather than the jeweled good-morning voice,  

 

the I-don’t-like-to-make-trouble-when-I’m-new-here voice,  

the I-clean-up-the-mess-of-my-own-dogs voice, instead 

of letting polished symbols speak this message for me. 

 

By Jen Karetnick 
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Painting    Ian Lowry 

 
 

  

Conor McGregor  

 

Both paintings are acrylic on canvas. 
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Painting    Ian Lowry 
 

 

  

Lemmy 

 

Ian Lowry is a self taught artist from Bangor who has been painting for around 5 years. 

Ian specialises in portrait painting and wall murals.  
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Featured Writer 

Byddi Lee 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Byddi Lee is an Irish writer living back in her hometown, Armagh, after having lived abroad 

for many years. Before she wrote "Rejuvenation", a speculative fiction trilogy, published by 

Castrum Press, she had success publishing flash fiction, short stories and her novel, "March 

to November". Byddi co-founded and manages Flash Fiction Armagh, shortlisted as Best 

Regular Spoken Word Night in the Saboteur Awards. She co-edits "The Bramley – An 

Anthology of Flash Fiction Armagh". Along with two other members of the Armagh Theatre 

Group, Byddi wrote "IMPACT – Armagh’s Train Disaster" which was staged for the 

anniversary of the tragedy in June 2019 in the Abbey Lane Theatre in Armagh. In October 

2019, Byddi received an Arts Council Northern Ireland grant for her writing. 
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Hi Byddi, thank you for taking the time to chat with us.  Can you tell us a little bit about how you 
first got into writing? 

Thanks for having me, Amy. It’s an honour to be in the Bangor Literary Journal. The short answer is 
that I got into writing when we moved to California. I gave up a teaching post I loved in Rathmore 
Grammar School, so part of the deal was that I’d try my hand at something I’d only ever dreaming of 
doing.  

The longer answer is that I’d always dabbled but without much direction, guidance or application. In 
school, as early as P5, I remember going to town on a creative writing homework and bringing in a 
story to the teacher that was twelve pages long. It was a story about a magic costume shop where 
the people would dress up in a fancy dress costume and travel back in time to that era… Yes, I’ll 
admit it was a rip-off of the concept of the children’s cartoon Mr Ben, (you’re probably too young to 
remember it!) but the stories were mine.  

When I went to ‘the big school,’ I progressed to playwriting, having been to see Oliver in the Gaiety 
theatre with my family. This was a huge treat. We got sitting in the balcony at the wings – like the 
old guys in the Muppet Show. It really was a bird’s eye view, and I came away wanting to write plays. 
So I asked the vice-principle (who was in charge of our building) if I could have the assembly hall to 
audition and rehearse the play with a view to putting the play on some Friday lunchtime. The plays I 
wrote were a merger between Oliver and Annie.  

As I moved through the education system, I got distracted by science, and my passion fell to biology. 
I went to university and got a degree in Environmental Biology and a Master in Computer Science. 
Still, I did try to do a correspondence course in writing at one time shortly after graduation. That was 
pre-internet, and you had to post in your assignments. I got distracted by other things in life …again. 
But in 2002, I had the opportunity to travel abroad. That was when I went back to writing – this time 
I corresponded via email with my friends about my travel adventures and one colleague kept all my 
emails. When I returned, she urged me to think about writing that up as a book. Instead, I started 
writing March to November in the evenings after teaching.  

When we moved to San Jose, California, I started to write full 
time. After a couple of short stories were accepted for 
publication, I gained the confidence to focus on the novel. 
Incidentally, I self-published March to November in the same 
week that my friend who had kept all my emails passed away 
after suffering from cancer. Without her encouragement, right at 
the beginning, I may never have had the courage to get started. 

Who or what would you say have been your main influences 
when it comes to your writing? 

I have a wildly eclectic taste in reading. It’s probably not very 
cool to admit this, but I loved Enid Blyton’s Famous Five. After I 
devoured those, I then turned to Willard Price’s adventure 
books, about two zoologists who travelled the world looking for 
specimens for their father’s Zoo – neither environmentally 
friendly nor PC.  

Growing up, I read everything and anything. I loved the Narnia 
books by C.S. Lewis. I was a science student. I didn’t read much of the ‘heavy’ literature, having been 
scarred by being forced to read books I hated in English Literature at O level. Though I did make 
myself read works by the Brontë sisters after embarrassing myself by revealing that I thought 
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Heathcliff in Wuthering Heights was a cat. I hadn’t actually read the book. But from the cartoon of 
the cat, and Kate Bush’s song, I had pieced together the storyline as being about a girl called Cathy 
who was out on the moors looking for her cat and got lost but then came home…with hyperthermia! 

As a young woman, I fell in love with Margaret Mitchell’s Gone With the Wind and read it at least a 
dozen times. I loved Scarlet’s character, how she was so imperfect but yet strong and noble in her 
own way.  

At the same time, I was reading Stephen King and Maeve Binchy! More recently I have become a 
huge fan of Blake Crouch, Liz Nugent and Kelly Creighton. These are writers who grab me in the first 
paragraph, and I just disappear into their stories. 

Your new novel Rejuvenation (part 1), which is part of your 
dystopian trilogy, is just out.  Can you tell the readers 
about it?  

I wanted Rejuvenation to be a story about something that 
could possibly happen, so I set it a few years in the future to 
allow me to play with the science. I didn’t set out to write 
science fiction as such, but it did provide a good tapestry to 
display the texture of the story.  

It begins in a world that has suffered and recovered from an 
attack by extra-terrestrials. The population is top-heavy with 
elderly people, and the able-bodied are struggling to support 
them. The main character, Dr Bobbie Chan, is a geriatrician 
who discovers a strange disease that appears at first to kill 
her patients, until some survive, including her grandmother. 
These survivors inexplicably become more youthful but with 
devastating consequences. Bobbie needs to find out who is 
behind their rejuvenation and stop it before humanity is 
wiped out.  

What would you say is the most challenging aspect of writing a novel?  

Keeping going. It’s hard to maintain faith in the project, but I try to think of all the time I spent 
writing to-date on a project as an investment. The more I invest, the more determined I am to see it 
through to the end. I’ve heard it said that writing a novel is like running a marathon. Full disclosure 
here – I’ve never run a marathon – but I guess there’s a point where you can’t see the start nor the 
end, like in writing a novel, and for me,  that’s the hardest part.  

You run the infamous Flash Fiction Armagh.  What do you enjoy most about these events? 

I think I enjoy most the fact you refer to it as infamous the most! But seriously, I love to see the 
writers get a chance to show off their wares, so to speak. The camaraderie is tangible. We’ve built a 
strong community among the writers and between writers and the audience. I believe it’s given 
many local writers a boost in their careers. There are folk who feel that it has given them more 
confidence to venture into writing with more commitment. Some writers have been ‘noticed’ and 
commissioned to write for other events. It’s been wonderful to see writers blossom into successes. 

And it great craic too! That’s always a bonus. 
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We are currently living in unprecedented times.  Do you 
think that the pandemic has had any impact on your 
writing? 

I wish I could say yes, but alas, I’ve found it hard to get into 
the headspace where I need to be to write. Especially at the 
beginning, concentration was a huge issue, and I drifted 
into physical tasks and escaped into my garden – my mental 
health space. Now, though I think the stress has lifted, and I 
am finding it easier to focus on mental tasks for longer. I’m 
happy to report that I’ve started writing my next novel.  

Finally, what plans have you got in the pipeline Byddi?  

With the Rejuvenation Trilogy completed (thanks to help 
from an Arts Council NI award) and with the publisher, 
Castrum Press, I went back to my bookshelf to see if 
anything jumped out at me. 

I kept coming back to a short story I’d written that was inspired by a moment in time in 2543BC. My 
first ever job was as a dendrochronologist at Queen’s, where I helped build the Oak chronology that 
dates back seven thousand years. It shows that extreme weather events happened several times in 
the past. I wanted to step back and be a ‘witness’ to one of those episodes. The short story simply 
didn’t cover it. The characters are bugging me to tell their story, and so it begins again! (‘It’ being the 
highs and lows of the next novel writing journey.) 

 

You can purchase Rejuvenation: Book 1 here:  

 
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Rejuvenation-Book-1-Trilogy-ebook/dp/B086FQQS7V 

 

 

You can see Byddi reading her work here:  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vmm8FNnTxEE 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cLZwuKosx2U&t=59s 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F9QY0nwccyk&t=11s 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.amazon.co.uk/Rejuvenation-Book-1-Trilogy-ebook/dp/B086FQQS7V
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vmm8FNnTxEE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cLZwuKosx2U&t=59s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F9QY0nwccyk&t=11s
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Rejuvenation: Book 1 

CHAPTER 1 

JUNE 10, 2034 

A worm flew up against the kitchen window. The grub stuck for a moment, then gravity peeled it off, 

dropping the worm into the rose bushes beneath, leaving a bleary smudge on the glass. The toddler, 

Joy, cackled on the lawn, her hand star-fished above her head from flinging the creature. Her other 

hand, curled into a fist around another worm, drifted toward her mouth. Strands of Joy’s black hair 

tangled with the worm and stuck to the mix of snot and muck smeared across her flush chubby 

cheeks. 

The sight turned Bobbie’s stomach. 

“Joy, let go!” Bobbie grabbed the child’s coiled fingers, aware that anger made her rougher than she 

should be and added a sharp edge to her voice. 

Joy dropped to her knees and arched her back, flinging her head back into Bobbie’s stomach, causing 

the older sibling to release a gasp. Bobbie held on and pried the worm loose. One end of the 

creature was a bleeding mush, the other writhed, tickling the palm of Bobbie’s hand. Torn between 

disgust and pity, she stepped away from the toddler who rolled on the ground, pounding her dismay 

into the grass with clenched fists and kicking feet. 

Bobbie ignored Joy’s screams and stared at the mess of worm. Should she put the creature out of its 

misery or tend to its wounds? At sixteen, Bobbie had her heart set on being a doctor, but that didn’t 

include administering to worms. Kinder to kill it and put it out of its misery. 

Cringing, she dropped the worm to the ground before pressing the grub beneath her shoe, thankful 

that the sturdy sole did not transmit the sensation of a soft body squishing. Her imagination was not 

so considerate. 

Joy pushed herself to her feet and tore off toward the daffodils. 

Exhausted after twenty minutes left in charge of the little terror, Bobbie reached her sister a second 

too late. Joy sheared the tops off three flowers and shoved them into her mouth. Petals fluttered 

and stuck to the slime around the child’s face. Her lips bulged, unable to close around the ragged 

yellow flower heads. 

“Stop, you brat!” Bobbie grabbed Joy’s arms wanting to dig her fingers in hard but stopped herself. 

Joy was only two. Bobbie wrestled the crushed blossoms from the child’s mouth. How can someone 

so small be so strong? 

Joy threw her head back and discharged an ear-shattering squeal, tattered daffodil petals sputtering 

from her mouth in a furious yellow fountain. 

“Shut up!” Bobbie said, letting the words drip with the bitterness that exploded inside her. When 

Bobbie’s twin sister, Gracie died three years ago from a rare genetic disease, the government had 

permitted her parents another pregnancy to replace their lost child. But this creature was no 

substitute for the sister Bobbie mourned. 

The back door slid open. Bobbie’s stomach dropped as she looked up into the taut face of her 

mother. 
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“Girls–get into the house right away,” her mother said in a voice Bobbie would never have dared 

defy. 

We’re both in trouble now. 

Bracing for a lecture, Bobbie grabbed a much-subdued Joy by the hand. Together they followed their 

mother through the house and into the living room. Father strode the length of the room, speaking 

into his headset in urgent tones, twisting his neck to keep the TV in his line of vision as he paced. 

Bobbie’s eyes followed her mother who was also staring at the TV, her hands raised to cover her 

open mouth. 

Bobbie’s head turned to the screen and Joy’s hand slipped from her own as her complete attention 

became focused on the broadcast: explosions and blasts of steam climbed high into the sky. Has 

there been a huge volcanic eruption? Are we in danger? 

Bobbie tuned out her father’s voice as she tried to make out what was being said on the TV. “The 

Antarctic icecap is melting… unidentified source of heat energy… vast tracks of land have flooded, 

populated, unpopulated…” The studio returned to the news anchor, sitting behind his desk 

struggling to keep his face businesslike while the plume of steam rose high into the air on the image 

behind him. A sheen of moisture broke through the make-up on his forehead. He ignored the drop 

of sweat rolling down his temple in a pale rivulet to his jaw and continued his report. 

“There are now reports that this spike in global temperatures is melting glaciers in the Rockies, the 

Alps, and the Himalayas, inundating inland areas in smothering mud-washes and causing landslides, 

laying waste to prime farmland and desert alike.” 

The image behind him switched to show boiling torrents of gray-brown water surging between 

houses. A grainy, momentary close-up of a swept-away car showed the driver and one passenger 

with faces pressed against the windscreen. Mouths opened in soundless yells. Fists pounded the 

glass. The car swung around, struck the corner of a building, and flipped over, before sliding under 

the swirling, muddy water. 

“News just in,” the news anchor stated urgently, ratcheting Bobbie’s heart rate. “More high energy 

blasts have hit London, Dubai, Mumbai, Hong Kong, and New York. Over to our US correspondent…” 

On the screen, something that looked like a green candle was melting, wax dripping down its sides. 

With a fresh rush of horror, Bobbie realized the candle was the Statue of Liberty. 

“… There’s no hope for Manhattan now. No-one could have survived that blast. The melting point of 

bronze is about 950°C.” Behind him, surging waves broke against the feet of the melted statue. 

Manhattan! 

Bobbie turned to face her father who had stopped his pacing, completely enthralled by the 

developments on screen. “What’s happening?” Bobbie asked, her chest tight. 

“A high-energy beam originating from outside the earth's orbit… started with Antarctica,” her father 

said without taking his eyes off the screen. “Maureen,” he said, managing to tear his eyes from the 

TV and step over to Bobbie's mother, taking her hand in his. “The US Air Force, Indo-Asian-Pacific 

Allied Front, and Euro-Alliance are calling in all pilots, anyone with aviation experience. I have to go 

to Shannon Airport. Right away!” 

“Oh, God!” Maureen put her hand to her throat. 
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“No! Daddy, you can’t,” Bobbie cried, grabbing his free hand. “Please. We need you here.” 

The hug he pulled her into didn’t ground her like the gesture should have. 

“I have to help, Bobbie.” He kissed her head. “I have to go for you and Joy, for all our sakes.” 

As her arms wound around his waist, she inhaled in his scent: spicy, woody, clean, the smell of 

safety, of family. 

“… we estimate the worldwide death toll to be approaching one billion as people get trapped in 

flooding coastal cities…” The anchor’s voice broke with emotion. Bobbie had never seen a journalist 

cry before. Somehow that alarmed her more than the horrific footage. 

Her clasp on her father tightened. Gently, he unwrapped her arms, dropping to one knee, his face 

now level with hers. His dark almond-shaped eyes, brimming with a mix of concern and fear, bored 

into hers. “I love you. I’m so proud of you. You were so brave and strong after Gracie died. I know 

you can do this.” He folded her into another hug, crushing her face to his chest, the woolen sweater 

he wore scratchy against her cheeks, sensitive and raw from tears. 

Her first sob fed into another then another. She pushed him back, hiccupping as she fought for 

enough control to speak. “Isn’t Shannon by the sea? Won’t the Air Force base there be underwater? 

How high are we here?” She broke free of his arms and ran to the window. Outside nothing had 

changed - yet. But was their house in Armagh high enough? Ireland was a tiny island. Would they all 

drown? Would one of those high-energy beams come crashing out of the sky and blast them, just 

like Manhattan? 

“Come back from the windows,” her mother said, balancing a wide-eyed Joy on one hip. She placed 

Bobbie beside her father and reached around to embrace them both, drawing them closer. Bobbie 

clung to her family. Terror clawed at her chest. 

Her father pulled away from the huddle first. Bobbie trailed behind him out into the hall where he 

grabbed a suitcase from the cupboard and raced upstairs. Standing with one foot on the bottom 

stairs, Bobbie was torn between following him and staying with her mother. She jumped when her 

mother’s phone rang. 

“Yes, we’re okay,” Bobbie’s mother said. 

Thumps on the floor above made Bobbie look up at the ceiling. What was he doing up there? 

Bobbie took Joy into her arms, flattening herself against the wall as her mother squeezed past her 

and tore up the stairs. Bobbie followed behind her mother as she burst into the bedroom talking so 

fast into the phone that Bobbie couldn’t make out what she was saying. Clutching Joy to her, Bobbie 

watched in disbelief, her eyes blurring with eyes, as the suitcase, open on the bed, filled with her 

father’s clothes and essentials. 

“I’ll see you in a minute then, Mum.” Maureen finished the call and focused on Bobbie’s father. 

“Mum and Dad are on their way. He’s going with you.” 

“What?” Bobbie jolted from her stunned silence. She set Joy on the bed and the whimpering child 

scrambled toward her mother. 

“What can Granda do? He’s seventy-five!” Bobbie cried. 
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“The United Nations has called up anyone fit enough to work a consol.” Her father closed the clasps 

on the suitcase with a snap. “Thank God, your mother can work from here. Granny Gloria will be 

here for you too. She’ll keep you right.” He lifted the case and marched downstairs into the living 

room, his family trailing behind him. 

“No, please, Daddy. Don’t go.” Bobbie ran to him sobbing. 

He took her face in his hands and said, “It’s alright, sweetheart. I’ll be back before you know it.” He 

bent and kissed the top of her head. 

The urgent sound of the TV broke the moment. “It’s just been confirmed.” The TV anchor’s voice 

shook, sending a swoop of terror through Bobbie. She twisted around in her father’s arms to look at 

the screen. Tears flowed down the man’s face as he continued, “The energy beam is extra-

terrestrial. We are under attack!” 

The television screen went blank. 

✽✽✽ 

 

SEPTEMBER 2053 

A striped mackerel swam past the window. The shimmer of its silvery scales mesmerized Doctor 

Bobbie Chan as she watched it through the thick glass that spanned the entire length of the ward, 

Pelagic 1 North. The hospital took up thirty floors of the sixty story Belfast Subscraper One, with the 

upper twenty floors rising above sea level. Bobbie’s worked in the geriatric wards of the Pelagic 

Levels, located on floors six through forty. Residential homes for the elderly comprised the Bethnic 

levels which ran from floor one, seabed level, to floor five. Bobbie, at twenty-five meters down, had 

good visibility today. She could make out the remnants of Belfast City Hall nearby. Decades of 

submersion had draped the city hall in a rainbow of color as corals and algae made the once pristine 

Portland stone brickwork their home while the green copper tops of the four corner towers were 

visible among the blue shadows of water. A tourist submarine chugged past emblazoned with neon 

advertising for underwater tourism franchises in London, New York, and Sydney. 

More mackerel streamed past in a lazy upwards spiral. Bobbie wondered if her mother could see 

them from her hospital bed a few floors above. A forlorn smile tugged at the edges of Bobbie’s lips 

as she remembered how she used to get a kick out of saying, ‘Holy mackerel,’ and pointing at them 

when they’d swim past her window when she’d first been admitted. 

Was mum doing that now? Bobbie wondered. Unlikely. Her mother might not survive the night. 

Grief hung like a wet, woolen cloak around Bobbie’s shoulders. She sucked in a deep breath, pulled 

her doctor face on, and continued down the ward. Twelve cubicles housed the patients she shared 

with Doctor Hicks. Each compartment, separated from the others by intepanels, contained a bed, a 

locker, and a chair. 

Outside, light flickering in yellowed glints off a cluster of sand-like grains drifting toward the ocean 

floor caught her eye–the underwater equivalent of dust motes gentle descent had a soothing quality 

on Bobbie’s mood. 

Holy mackerel shit thought Bobbie, giving herself a mental shake. Back to work. Concentrate. 
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Bobbie stopped at the first cubicle and stood, so her elbow touched the wall to avoid the swell of 

nausea she suffered if she read her ONIV while walking. Eight years ago, when she’d had her Optic 

Nerve Intercept Visualization inserted, the biotech practitioner assured Bobbie she would get used 

to it. No chance. The communication chip, implanted along the optic nerve between her eye and her 

visual cortex, tricked her brain into seeing images as if they were floating in front of her, but it didn’t 

fool her stomach into believing it was a natural occurrence. 

Numbers clicked past, delivering her patient’s biochemistry status, along with temperature, heart 

rate, blood pressure, oxygen saturation levels, and respiration rate. In the top right corner of her 

field of vision, the icon for her blink application hung dull and lifeless–no calls or text messages 

about her mother yet. No blinks at all. 

A lock of hair fell over her face and swung behind the display in a distracting blaze of ginger. She 

tucked her hair behind her ear. Directing her gaze, she selected from the drop-down menu and 

pressed the electrode embedded in the pad of her little finger against the one in her thumb. 

The technology was antiquated, but she had avoided moving over entirely to mind-controlled 

devices. She found it difficult enough to put a filter on her mouth without needing one on her 

thoughts too. 

Bobbie directed the intepanels that sectioned off the cubicle to turn opaque on either side of her. 

Another selection allowed her to bring up the data on the intewall above the patient’s bed. Bobbie 

preferred to view the data on the intescreen where there was more room to see everything at once 

and it left her vision free to work and interact with the patients. 

Aayushi Dhawan, lay propped up and dozing. Her silver hair hung in strands over one shoulder, 

flowing down onto her pale pink sensorfabrik tunic that kept her body temperature constant. 

Aayushi’s choice of color lent a warm hue to her skin; it looked like rich toffee, warm and soft, 

etched with fine gray-brown wrinkles. 

She scanned the information listed in scrolling columns. Aayushi’s calcium levels were abnormally 

high. Bobbie arched an eyebrow. Had she detected a parathyroid tumor? But that couldn’t be, or 

else she would see a rise in the parathyroid hormone levels, but conversely, those hormone levels 

had dropped. 

Interesting, and very unusual, but how concerned should she be? Curiosity zoomed Bobbie’s 

thoughts to focus like a lens. Okay, let’s work this problem through. Parathyroid hormone levels 

elevated with age, contributing to osteoporosis, but in Aayushi, both the calcium levels and the 

parathyroid levels suggested values more commonly found in a thirty-year-old, not someone who 

was 112. 

Bobbie’s hands were pale against her patient’s arm as she felt for the pulse. Aayushi opened her 

eyes, the lids disappearing into a swath of wrinkles that reached down into her cheeks. The old 

lady’s face folded into a smile as she spoke, “It’s good to feel the human touch. The scanner is so 

impersonal.” 

Bobbie kept her hand on Aayushi’s wrist, remembering her small hand in a less wrinkled version of 

this one–back thirty years to her first day at school and the first time she’d touched this woman 

who’d taught three generations of Bobbie’s family. 

“Okay, you caught me,” Bobbie said, smiling back. Technology often alienated the elderly, leaving 

them lonely. “How do you feel today?” 
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“Much better.” Aayushi pushed herself up in the bed. “The swelling in my joints seems to have gone 

down. I’m not in as much pain. In fact, I think I missed a pill last night, and I haven’t been able to do 

that in ten years.” She nodded to her bedside table. 

An unopened medipatch lay in a tray. Bobbie picked up the medicine, smiling at Aayushi’s 

description of the medipatch as a ‘pill’ though it resembled an old-fashioned Band-Aid. Last week 

Aayushi had been moved into the ward from the Bethnic levels where she lived, twenty-five stories 

below because she had needed help with pain management. 

“This is great, Aayushi. And you’re comfortable? Pain free?” Bobbie studied her patient’s face, noting 

with a lift to her heart the relaxed expression and twinkle that had returned to her old teacher’s 

eyes. 

Aayushi nodded, grinning, her implanted teeth too new for her face. “I feel great.” 

As a geriatrician, Bobbie didn't experience her patients’ ‘recovering’ often. The symptoms Aayushi 

was displaying were strange and most likely temporary, but preferable to the permanent relief that 

her patients ultimately received. She made a mental note to discuss Aayushi's improvement with 

Doctor Hicks. 

Bobbie cleared the intepanel of data and replaced it with a woodland scene she knew Aayushi liked. 

She turned to the old lady and caught her staring at her hands. 

“What is it?” Bobbie asked gently. 

“It makes my decision harder now.” Aayushi kept her head bowed, her eyes down. 

“Your decision?” Bobbie’s scalp prickled. 

Aayushi waved a hand. “Nothing, never mind.” 

“You’re not thinking of–” Bobbie didn’t want to trigger the blink audio by saying the words Elective 

Passing. 

Aayushi turned her head away. 

“Did you have a nice visit with your granddaughter yesterday?” Bobbie brightened her tone, but her 

pulse pounded in her ears. 

Aayushi nodded. 

Bobbie’s heart plunged to her stomach. She looked around. The ward was quiet. No carebots, no 

staff nearby. She wasn’t allowed to turn off her blink while on duty, but if she were careful, her 

conversation would go unnoticed. 

“Your granddaughter must have been thrilled to hear you were feeling better,” Bobbie said. Silence 

descended on the room. 

Aayushi turned to face her. Tears quivered in her brown eyes. Her lips pressed into a thin line. 

Careful, careful. Bobbie narrowed her eyes in warning. 

“It’s alright for you,” Aayushi said. “By my count, you and your sister have two Rights to Birth now. 

Am I right?” 
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Sadness puckered Bobbie’s brow. Her father and grandfather’s deaths in the war each translated 

into a Right to Birth. 

And another on the way… 

She tore her thoughts from her mother and nodded, searching for impossible words. How could 

Bobbie urge this lovely woman to stay alive if she wanted to go because she couldn’t bear the pain 

any longer? But, how could Aayushi’s granddaughter push her toward Elective Passing? Medical 

advances had smashed the biological clock, yet some people were just too impatient, too selfish. 

Was it selfish of Bobbie to want to keep her patients alive? With the right pain management, the 

right resources, everyone could live a good life right to the end, a natural end. 

“It makes sense.” Aayushi’s fingers toyed with a button on the cuff of her nightgown. 

Biting her tongue, Bobbie smoothed down the sheets and straightened Aayushi’s pillows. 

“I voted against the Dependency Law you know,” Aayushi said. 

Was she inviting Bobbie to voice an argument for rejecting Elective Passing? 

“You don’t have to–” Bobbie began. 

Aayushi cut in, “Boy, those government ads; they were rough.” 

Belus Corp had portrayed a future world of old folks rotting away in unstaffed care facilities, with the 

streets full of wild-eyed, starving street urchins who had no parental supervision. The ads had 

seemed to Bobbie to be less about population age structure and more about scaring folks into 

supporting euthanasia. As far as Bobbie was concerned, Elective Passing was the thin edge of the 

wedge. 

“There are medical breakthroughs every day,” Bobbie said. 

“I don’t need to live forever.” 

“That’s not what I mean.” Bobbie never knew how to explain her stance. Sure, Elective Passing 

would release a suffering elder from pain with dignity, but death was such a full stop. Dammit, why 

had she chosen geriatrics? It was the ultimate dead-end job. But back when she’d had to pick her 

specialty, Bobbie had no other choice. She did it for Gracie and offered every day up for Gracie. 

Bobbie scrolled through Aayushi's biometrics on her blink screen. Steady. Calm. Professional. 

“And you should be caring for children, not geriatrics.” Aayushi sighed. “I’m a dead weight here…” 

Bobbie closed her hand around Aayushi’s fingertips and gave them a gentle squeeze. “One out, one 

in doesn’t work anymore.” Bobbie picked up the unopened medipatch beside Aayushi’s bed. “You 

have been feeling better, haven’t you?” 

“Yes, but it might be too late,” Aayushi said, her voice a shade darker. 

Bobbie resisted the urge to turn and face her old teacher in case her sudden action attracted 

attention. “You haven’t signed anything, have you?” Bobbie’s pulse sped up as she opened the 

dialogue box on the pharma-streamer to view Aayushi’s medication history. 

Aayushi huffed out a laugh. “Who signs anything now?” 
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“Electronically, I mean. Did you make any agreement?” Bobbie urged, impatient for the answer but 

trying not to bully a woman who was already so vulnerable. 

“Maybe,” Aayushi said, a haunted quality to her eyes. 

A chill shivered up Bobbie’s spine. 

Aayushi closed her eyes, her head falling back onto the pillow. 

Bobbie waited. Time ticked out a pulse at her ear. 

“I told my granddaughter I’d consider it.” A tear formed in the inner hollow of Aayushi’s eye and slid 

along the side of her nose. 

“Let me talk to her,” Bobbie said. “Please. Especially now, you are making progress.” 

“She’ll not take kindly to you talking to her. She’ll get you disciplined you know. She’s like that.” 

Aayushi sighed. “Besides, I’m in the way. It’s a fact. This is not me feeling sorry for myself.” 

Her words broke Bobbie’s heart to hear such a wonderful woman talk this way. As a teacher, Aayushi 

would make up a song on the spot about a child, making them feel like the star of their own musical. 

She had given so much of herself to so many people over the years, was it too much for her to ask 

for something in return? But Bobbie knew Aayushi wouldn’t want to take–she was one of life’s 

givers. 

Bobbie stopped laying out the new medipatches dispensed from the pharma-streamer and faced her 

patient, “We have so much to learn from you.” 

“Good Lord, I have nothing new to say,” Aayushi said. 

“I love hearing your stories, all about the old days before the Melters War…” 

“Back then, there was nothing but war. At least the Melters War brought us peace. Nothing like an 

alien threat to unify us,” she said ruefully. “The young ones don’t need to know about people 

shooting other people, nor about us blowing each other up over differences like skin color, religion, 

water shortages.” Aayushi’s dark eyes lost focus as they gazed out from her furrowed face. “We 

were worse than animals back then.” 

“Those are the stories we need,” Bobbie said, “to remind us not to go back, and to show us how far 

we’ve come. Besides,” Bobbie winked, “who’d be there to scold us and tell us the same story dozens 

of times over?” 

“Oh, Doctor Chan.” Aayushi reached up to touch Bobbie’s chin. “My little Bobbie. Even as a small 

child, your heart was big. Your grandmother and mother were the same.” She lifted her head a little 

and looked to Bobbie. “How is your mother?” 

“Not great.” Bobbie’s chest constricted. “She’s receiving palliative care now.” 

“Hard to believe there are cancers we still can’t cure,” Aayushi said. “It hardly seems fair. Here I am, 

112, and waiting to go.” 

Bobbie swallowed the scorch of sorrow as she pictured her mother a few floors above them, dying. 

“I’ll tell Mum you were asking about her.” Bobbie kept the choking flood of emotion from her voice. 

Don’t cry–be strong for them… make them laugh… Bobbie’s twin sister’s words floated to her from 

another era. 
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“Don't cry, Bobbie,” Gracie had said, thirteen years old and dying. “Be strong for them. Mummy and 

Daddy will need you to pull them through after I go. Make them laugh, not cry.” Curled together on 

Gracie's hospital bed, cuddling as they'd done since conception, Bobbie had clamped down on her 

sobs and vowed to live up to her sister’s last words. She hadn’t honored her promise to Gracie each 

and every day of the twenty-two years since then. Making them laugh was tough, but Bobbie had 

the don't cry thing under control. 

Bobbie checked Aayushi’s calcium and endocrine levels again. They continued to register abnormally 

high for someone her age. A software malfunction? She sent a blink to the unit’s manufacturers, 

Succor Tech, to report the glitch. 

She patted Aayushi’s arm. “You’re doing well but take your patch if you need it. We don’t give out 

medals here for those who can stand the most pain.” 

“I will. I will.” Aayushi placed her hand on top of Bobbie's. The skin on the palm of Aayushi's hand 

felt smooth, not soft, just firm and well-worn, like a pebble from a riverbed. 

“When Mum…” Bobbie cleared her throat. “I wanted to let you know that there will be a 

replacement doctor taking care of you for a while when…” Bobbie found the words too hard to say. 

“When the time comes.” 

“Okay, dear, I understand.” Aayushi fingers squeezed Bobbie’s hand. 

“Do you want the screens open?” Bobbie asked, stepping back from the bed. 

Aayushi nodded drowsy-eyed. 

Bobbie set the intepanels to transparent and activated her ONIV in ticker-stream mode so the words 

from incoming messages or data would trickle along the bottom of her field of view, appearing to 

float six feet in front of her. She hated walking with the full screen on. Bobbie had an irrational fear 

of bumping into it, never mind overcoming the nausea. Hicks had laughed at her when she first got 

ONIV because her left hand would defensively rise as she moved. 

A closed eye icon popped on to the screen. A new message. Panic bubbled in her chest. News about 

her mother? How long did she have? Months? Days? Perhaps… only hours…? Using the trembling 

fingertips of her clammy hands she opened the blink. It was the hospital personnel department; a 

sigh escaped her lips. Replacement doctors are in shortage at this time. Therefore, a locum will not 

be assigned to you until the hospice ward confirms the necessity. 

Relief transformed to frustration and Bobbie swore under her breath as she walked halfway down 

the ward to the staff station. A squat scourbot, humming like a swarm of bees as it cleaned the 

floors, scooted beneath a patient’s bed as if it were hiding from her mood. 

Necessity! How much dying was dying enough? She knew how short-staffed they were, how short-

staffed everyone was, everywhere, with a planet full of elderly people, but that didn’t make it any 

easier to keep it together for the next hour until her shift ended. She wanted to be with her mother. 

Hold her hand. Stroke her hair. Smell her skin. Tuck every memory away somewhere sacred, instead, 

she was tending to other people while strangers nursed her mother. 

At the staff station, Nurse Phillips nodded to Bobbie as she approached before his gaze zoned back 

to the space directly in front of him, his right hand making a palm-down stroke as he resumed 

flicking through files on his ONIV. 
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The sound of low voices caused Bobbie to look toward the far end of the ward where Doctor Ryan 

Hicks was chatting with a patient. The old woman grinned at something Hicks said then shook a 

finger at him as though scandalized. All the female patients were besotted with him. At six-foot-

three, he towered over his patients like a giant in a fairy tale. Their beds always needed to be raised 

for him. 

Bobbie and Hicks had grown up together, and he’d always been big, as kids he had taken up so much 

space at the doll’s tea parties that Gracie insisted he attend. Now, his large hands had trouble fitting 

into surgical gloves, and hospital-issue scrubs stretched taut across his back and chest. The matching 

pants skimmed his ankles and rode up his legs when he bent his knees to walk. Hicks was put 

together all wrong for a doctor. Bobbie could picture him out working the land, swinging bales of hay 

onto his shoulders, and striding across the fields. 

Hicks strode up the ward toward Bobbie, his five-o’clock shadow made his skin appear sallow below 

his high cheekbones and the brown bristles echoed the brown crew cut of his hair. The residue of a 

smile lingered in the creases around his gray eyes. 

Phillips rose to greet him, “I’ll get those meds for Ms. Wattson now.” 

“Thanks,” Hicks said. “I’ve just sent you the new dosages.” 

Phillips’s eyes lost focus as he read his blink, then his vision seemed to reignite as he looked at both 

Hicks and Bobbie and said, “Thanks.” 

Hicks gaze followed Phillip’s receding back for a moment before turning to Bobbie, his face beaming. 

“You’re early for your shift,” she said, feeling warmed by his smile. 

“I wanted to discuss some case notes with you,” Hicks said, joining her at the staff station and 

leaning against it on one elbow. 

“Oh, really? Funny, I’d like to discuss one of my patients with you, Aayushi Dhawan.” She faced him, 

mirroring his pose with her elbow on the countertop. 

“Your old teacher?” Hicks peered down into Bobbie’s face. “You’re upset. Too close? Want me to 

take her on?” 

Bobbie looked around to check on Phillips’s whereabouts before saying, “She’s talking about… you 

know.” 

Hicks narrowed his eyes. 

Bobbie drew a line along her neck with her finger and stuck her tongue out the side of her mouth. 

“Oh, I see,” Hicks said in a rush. “I hope you didn’t say anything. You’re on thin ice already.” 

Ironic that he kept telling her that, in a world that pretty much had no ice. 

“No, I’m not stupid,” Bobbie said. “Can you take a look at her notes or not?” 

“All right, all right. Send me her case notes. In return, could you look at Michaela Wattson for me? I’ll 

blink her notes to you now.” 

“Okay. Got it,” Bobbie said, opening the Wattson file. Immediately it appeared on her ONIV and 

scanned the notes. “Yes, I see. Sats improving, BP down to normal, and increased mental acuity.” 

Bobbie paused at an entry and looked up at Hicks. “She recognized her daughter yesterday? That 
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must’ve been nice for her.” She wondered if her own mother would ever recognize her again. Her 

heart skipped a beat, but she shoved the sadness away before Hicks saw it. 

“I checked other wards.” Hicks lowered his voice. “Three of my patients have a high incidence of 

non-compliance with BP medication. Yet the BP normalized without treatment.” 

“Are you sure they didn’t start taking their BP meds again?” 

“Positive.” 

“Have I missed a new medication? Have you changed their prescriptions?” Bobbie scrolled through 

the notes trying to answer her own questions. 

“No. I wondered the same,” Hicks ran his hands through his hair, leaving it in untidy spikes, “but we 

use the same nanopharm company, so I checked the scripts for all my patients. Nothing has 

changed.” 

“We’ve only observed these symptoms in a few patients, but if it were a pharmaceutical issue, 

wouldn’t they all be improving?” Bobbie closed Wattson’s notes and opened those of her own 

patients looking for comparable changes in medication. “Less pain relief requested in two arthritis 

patients.” 

“I have another three patients with the same thing. Their pain points are lower. It’s great but very 

unusual,” Hicks said. 

“I’d like to go see them,” Bobbie said, standing up straight. “Which ward are they in?” 

“Pelagic 1 North and South only. Nothing unusual in P1 East and West.” Hicks straightened up too. 

Bobbie turned on her heel and trotted through the ward. 

The intepanels glowed white as Bobbie and Hicks made a brisk pace along the corridor that ran, like 

one of many spokes of a wheel, through the center of the subscraper to Pelagic 1 South, on the 

opposite side of the building. Pelagic 1 South was where the male geriatric patients were treated. 

“How’s your mum?” Hicks asked as they walked. 

She stared ahead and swallowed. Her voice dried up. 

“That bad, eh?” Hicks said. 

“Worse but not bad enough to give me time off.” 

“I’m sorry.” 

“I know.” 

Hicks had been there, a solid rock every time she’d lost someone. He’d been lucky. His parents were 

still alive, and he was an only child, though she and Gracie had been like sisters to him. 

“If there’s any –” he began. 

“I… no… please don’t,” she said. 

“Bobbie, it’s okay to show your feelings.” He glanced sideways at her as they continued to walk. 

Bobbie shrugged. Hicks was all about getting her to talk, but she wanted to stuff these horrible 

feelings into some dark corner. 
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“Emotions are like a cowpat,” Bobbie said, making her voice sound jaunty as she stole a glance at 

him. 

“Cowpat? What?” His expression questioned her sanity. 

She couldn’t blame him. 

“Yes, cowpats–when they are fresh, they stink the most. Older cowpats are gooey inside, but with 

the crust over the top, they stop smelling so bad,” she said. The banter helped her hide the pain. 

“Oh, I see, and when they get old enough, you can pick them up and throw them away like a 

Frisbee?” Hicks flicked his hand. 

“Exactly!” She felt a rush of warmth toward him for playing along and allowing her this emotional 

distraction. 

“Hmmm. Nice analogy.” 

“No,” Bobbie said, trying hard to keep her lips from twitching. “It’s a crap analogy!” 

Hicks rolled his eyes and groaned. 

Bobbie smiled. Gracie was right. Laughter was better. 

“Are you going to see your mum after your shift?” Hicks asked. 

She nodded, feeling her smile fade. She’d sleep on the hard bench beside her mother’s bed. It might 

be enough to fool her biosensors into thinking she’d gotten real rest. 

“I’ll look in after work,” he said. 

“There’s no need…” 

“For me, Bobbie. Not for you. I’ve known her all my life remember.” 

“Sure, sure. Okay, then...” She turned but kept her face away from Hicks as they continued walking 

toward Pelagic 1 South. 

“What about Davitt?” Hicks asked, changing the subject. “Is he home from India yet?” 

“No. One more week.” Bobbie didn’t mind that her boyfriend had to be away right now. It gave her 

space to concentrate on her mother. Sharing her sorrow with Davitt felt too intimate. 

Their pace slowed as they entered the ward. Bobbie hauled in her emotions and stashed them far 

away from her professional persona. The ward was identical to the one they’d left, except all the 

patients were men. 

“What’s up, Docs?” Gomez Lantana called from his bed in the first cubicle. 

“How are you today, Gomez?” Bobbie walked closer to him, waiting for her proximity to him to 

trigger his medical notes to her ONIV display. 

“I feel so good; I could watch a marathon.” Gomez’s lips stretched and caved inwards, where his 

teeth should have supported them. His eyes, though watery to the point of gummy, still carried a 

spark. He’d have been cute in a baby-faced way in his prime. Now at 112-years-old, he was bald and 

wrinkled. 
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Hicks stood beside her and picked up an unused patch from Gomez’s bedside table. Bobbie and 

Hicks shared a glance. 

“You haven’t accessed pain relief today, Gomez. Why not?” Bobbie asked. This guy was one of the 

easy patients. 

“Don’t need ’em, Doc. Might start training for that marathon.” Gomez reached forward in the bed as 

if to touch his toes. 

Bobbie noticed a patch of dark fuzz on the back of his head. It looked like the downy hair on a new 

baby. How curious. 

“Can you sit forward again, please?” she said, switching on her Eye-cam-di and snapping a couple of 

photos. As she leaned in closer to Gomez, she caught his scent, milky yet earthy, normal for him. 

She blinked a message to Hicks. You need to see this. 

She moved aside to make room for Hicks, who leaned forward and scrutinized the new hair growth. 

They switched places again, and she fluffed up Gomez’s pillow. “There. That should be more 

comfortable now.” 

Gomez lay back, thanking her as she made her goodbyes. She followed Hicks back to the staff station 

in the middle of the ward in silence. When they reached it, he turned and scratched his bristled chin. 

“Is his hair growing back?” Hicks asked, his eyebrows pulled together. “How extraordinary!” 

“Odd, and his parathyroid levels are abnormal, just like Aayushi Dhawan. I’m thinking endocrine 

imbalance?” Bobbie loved a challenge, but this one seemed to have no loose thread where she could 

begin to unravel the knots. 

Hicks stared off into the distance as he read the data in his ONIV. He shook his head, equally 

stumped. 

“I’ll check the biosensors,” Bobbie said. 

Hicks nodded. “We might have some technical issues. Let’s find out, but if not, then what? We need 

to consider all angles. Are we seeing a pathogen? Must we contain it?” 

“Haz-mat suits to protect against hair regrowth?” Bobbie said. “Disease Control would laugh at us.” 

“I hear you.” Hicks rubbed his chin. “Unless this condition was harmful to everyone…” 

He had no need to finish his thought. Disease Control’s lack of concern with saving the lives of the 

ultra-elderly already angered Bobbie, but if these symptoms proved contagious, or harmful, to the 

general population, they would have to act. 

A buzz at the base of her skull alerted her to an incoming message. Panic beat in her chest. The 

words floated off to her left field of vision, and she couldn’t catch her breath. 

“Oh, God,” Bobbie stammered and leaned against the desk. “I've got permission to call the locum.” 

 

by Byddi Lee 
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Painting    Meganne Rosen 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Arctic Ocean 
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Painting    Meganne Rosen 
 

 

Bathmetry 

 

 

 
Both of these paintings come from a new body of work called Bathymetry. In Bathymetry I took 
water and its movement as inspiration. I looked at bathymetric maps and aerial views of various 
bodies of water around the world. The aqueous nature of the paint became my partner is exploring 
the rhythms and undulations of water and the topographies it sculpts. Although the resulting 
paintings are fictitious, each one is inspired by a real place and by the behaviour and impact of 
water. 
 
The attached images are of the titular piece from the series and "Arctic Ocean". Both are acrylic on 
canvas and were completed in January, 2020 (I started both of them many months ago in 2019, but 
finished them both fairly recently). "Bathymetry" is 110"x58" and "Arctic Ocean" is 38"x63". 
 

Meganne Rosen recently moved back to Springfield, Missouri after residing in Oakland, California for 
two years where she graduated with a Master of Fine Arts (MFA) at California College of the Arts in 
San Francisco (2018). Rosen also completed a Master of Arts (MA) in Studio Art and Theory at Drury 
University (2011). In Springfield, Meganne teaches in the Art and Design Department at Missouri 
State University and in the Department of Arts and Humanities at Ozarks Technical Community 
College. 
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Poetry    Bobbie Sparrow 
 

Bobbie Sparrow is a poet living in the west of Ireland. Her poems have been published in 

both national and international journals including Orbis, Crannog, Skylight 47, The Honest 

Ulsterman and Cordite. Bobbie was the Featured reader at the Over The Edge open Mic 

August 2017 and at the Far From event in Cuírt festival of literature 2018. Bobbie was 

awarded 3rd prize for her Chapbook in the Blue Nib Chap book competition 2018. 
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How my mother chopped onions. 
 
She cupped her small hand around papery skin 
cupped and judged its weight, its shape. 
She straightened her lean fingers  
like spiders ready to dance with the knife 
chose the best blade and cleaved two halves 
waiting several moments as each  
rolled quietly on the wood, settling itself. 
Twin parts yet not mirrored, 
one with a small white heart 
the other threaded through with green. 
In two easy motions she peeled away the skin 
and turned them over, nude rumps up. 
 
Sitting on the counter top, I watched  
as each slice fell as quick as tears. 
My mother sang Phil the fluter’s ball 
stirring the onions with butter and oil. 
The slivers softened and shone, I pinched one, 
burning my tongue on its luscious heat. 
I popped another in her mouth,  
butter dripping on her blouse. 
We plucked each sprig of rosemary clean, 
she inhaled the woody green before tipping them  
to carouse within the crowded pot. 
As the catch caramelised  
I followed her upstairs 
 
The scent from the pot infused the house  
as I heard my father’s key. 
Oil of Olay to cleanse and scent, 
palettes of colour to brighten and revive. 
A white silk blouse with tiny red roses 
animating the jet black of her hair and her burnt umber eyes. 
I watched as she dappled her lips with Devil red 
then caressed her mouth in circles until  
she could kiss an onion and take away its sting. 
 
Hugging my knees I thought of Tarte Provencale 
and my own delicious hunger. 
 
 

by Bobbie Sparrow 
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Flash Fiction    Sudha Balagopal 
 
Sudha Balagopal's recent short fiction appears in Split Lip Magazine, Funny Pearls, 
Pidgeonholes, XRay Lit and numerous others. She is the author of a novel, A New Dawn. Her 
work has been nominated for the Pushcart Prize, Best Small Fictions and is listed in the 
Wigleaf Top 50, 2019. 
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A Hundred Years of Promises: 1900 to 2000  

 

 

 My great-grandmother, born at the turn of the century in British India, is wedded at 

twelve to a man from faraway lands in exchange for two cows. Reviled by her in-laws for 

bearing five daughters, she's helpless—unable to read, write, or contact home. It'll be 

different for my girls, she vows. 
 

 At sixteen, my grandmother's hand is given in marriage to a catch—a man employed 

in the big city. She's blessed with female children, a philandering husband, and little money 

to call her own. It'll be different for my girls, she vows.  

 

 My mother finishes school, elopes with a smooth-talker, ends up emigrating to the 

States. She has one child, a daughter, divorces my abusive father, supports herself as an 

office drudge. It'll be different for my girl, she vows. 

 

 I go to college, break many rules, marry outside my race, study law and enter 

politics. It's not for women, my mother warns. I'll make it different for my girl, I vow. 

 

 Despite tireless door-to-door campaigning, national television appearances and 

ardent supporters, I lose my bid for high office. My daughter's hope for women is shattered. 

It'll be different, I vow. Some day. 

 
By Sudha Balagopal 
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Photography    Gifford Savage 
 

 

Stained Glass Window, Bangor Abbey 

Stained glass is quite a challenge to photograph well but this image is not manipulated in any way. 
Taken with Canon EOS 60D using Canon EFS 60MM Macro lens. 

Gifford Savage is a Lay Reader in the Church of Ireland based at Bangor Abbey. His photographs 
have appeared in a number of newspapers and magazines, most recently in the April 2020 
edition of Road Racing Ireland. Gifford’s photographs have also appeared in The Bangor Literary 
Journal and number of his images were included in ‘The Church of Ireland , An illustrated 
history’, published by Booklink in 2013. 
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Poetry    Sue Steging 

Sue Steging has lived by the Agivey River since 1985. Recently retired, she is constantly 
stimulated to write about the countryside she now has time to appreciate. 
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wishing for a well 

 

 through fields of winter gilded sedge 

 along the draggled hedge of thorn 

 a tree tip tilted marks the edge 

 its pointing branches unadorned 

 

 dreaming a hazel forked for dowsing 

 it switches through the stones and falters 

 finding in tumbled mass a housing 

 reliquary of magic waters 

 

 a wondrous well once filled with wishing 

 old dreamers longings long unwound 

 a tree now ready for receiving 

 my ragged wishes all cloth bound 

 

by Sue Steging 
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Poetry    Donna Hunter 

Donna Hunter is a new writer from Belfast. In 2019 she was awarded a full bursary to attend 

the John Hewitt Int'l Summer School. Her spoken word poem on the theme of 'Speak Your 

Truth' was shortlisted for National Poetry Day 2019. She recently produced a play for c21 

Theatre Company and is currently working towards her first poetry collection. 
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Little Bird  

Your birdlike, high-pitched cries nip at ears like 

newly knitted stitches - pinch skin beneath.  

I lift you into my arms; you are heavy, 

heavier than when you were first placed there  

a picture of warm, wrinkled pinkness. 

I have nothing to offer, little bird. 

I am empty of everything - even  

the first taste of milk. I lay your body 

down. I am tried; numb. Your hopeless babbles  

turn to soft, thumb-sucking noises, then cease. 

Nothing prepared me for this un-bonding, 

or the screaming of soon to be mothers 

labouring as midwives wipe damp foreheads.  

Mine left - to laugh and converse over tea  

in cream-coloured cups and eat French Fancies. 

Your grandmother left hours ago, her job 

here done; just as new life had begun;  

a father’s funeral to attend. The 

knitting needles of labour pains are packed 

away - the umbilical cord – now cut. 

By Donna Hunter 
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Photography  Hunter Liguore 

 

 

Midsummer’s  Dance 

Hunter Liguore is award-winning author, her work has been received internationally, including her 
sci-fi screenplay, Everylife, a 16-time international winner in 2019/2020. She is writing for the next 
generation of readers who care about the world. Her photos follow the discipline of the uketemo 
movement and are created in the present moment. hunterliguore.org 
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Flash Fiction    Bríd McGinley 

Bríd McGinley is from the Inishowen Peninsula in Co. Donegal. A latecomer to writing, her 
work has appeared in The Bangor Literary Journal, Flash Fiction Magazine, The Honest 
Ulsterman, Sonder Magazine and forthcoming in The Bramley and The Paperclip. She has an 
MA in Irish Literature in English from the University of Ulster. 
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Has Anyone Done a Moon-gazing Hare? 

It’s her passion, painting rocks and pebbles. Smooth, sea washed, carefully selected stones 
from her favourite beach, temporary canvases for fleeting notions. Animals, symbols, 
abstract whirls, painted in vivid inks. Sometimes a quote, just to make her thoughts real. But 
now, though she has time, the passion has retreated, become inconsequential. Isolation 
presses like an invisible grey cloud, endless days that demand yet defy action. Even her 
online rock-painting group is silent. She sighs, strokes the small stone in her hand, and 
places it on the table by the window.  

Her gaze sweeps the silent garden, settling beneath the dusk’s shadow. A tiny 
movement draws her eye. A hare, almost invisible, sits facing away from her. Its high proud 
back, alert ears, at ease with itself and with the world. Beyond it’s gaze, down the falling hill, 
through inky black boughs and across moon-dusted water, the barest sliver of the new 
moon has risen and perches on the indigo hill opposite, pausing to survey the world before 
it paints its orbit. She watches the hare watching the moon, immersed, secure, at one with 
the world.  

She lifts the pebble, strokes it, smiles, nods. Has anyone done a moon-gazing hare? 

  

By Bríd McGinley 
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Poetry    Peter Hollywood 
 

Peter Hollywood is the author of Jane Alley, Pretani Press (1987); Lead City and Other 

Stories, Lagan Press (2002); Luggage – a novel, Lagan Press (2008); Hawks and Other Short 

Stories (2013) and Drowning the Gowns – a Novel (2016) both published by New Island 

Books.  His stories have appeared in numerous journals and he has had stories represented 

in two anthologies:  State of the Art: Short Stories by New Irish Writers edited by David 

Marcus, published by Hodder and Stoughton and 'Krino - An Anthology of Modern Irish 

Writing' edited by Gerald Dawe and Jonathan Williams, published by Gill and 

MacMillan; Belfast Stories edited by Paul McVeigh, published by Doire Press. 
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On the Beach 

 

The sun still shines, the birds still sing. 

The waves still come to clamour on the beach. 

It is only us that are changed. 

It’s not just the arm’s length love  

My children offer this day to their mum. 

It’s how suddenly incidental we have all become 

To the waves and sand and open spaces 

When once we thought we owned the place. 

It matters not to Muckish now how 

Last year we walked across its crown. 

The fine calligraphy of tiny bird prints in the sand 

Is not put there for us to understand. 

The sun still shines, the birds still sing. 

The waves still come to crash upon this beach, 

This empty strand on which we stroll, 

My children, wife and I, 

Not side by side nor hand in hand 

But strung out, equidistant 

Like soldiers on patrol. 

 

Mothers’ Day 
Dunfanaghy 
2020 
 
By Peter Hollywood 
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Painting     Linda Murray 
 
 

 
Dark Mournes, Sparkling Sea 
 

This piece was painted using textured acrylics on canvas.   It captures a breezy Spring 

day at beautiful Strangord Lough.   

 

Linda Murray graduated in Textile Design from The University Of Ulster.  She lectured 

in Art and Design at SERC. Linda is interested in the natural world, folklore, weather, 

astronomy and photography.  She paints in acrylics and exhibits her work several 

times a year. Linda has had several solo exhibitions.  
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Poetry    Katie Martin 
 
Katie Martin is an emerging poet from Dublin who works as an Arts Administrator. Her work has 
been published in Skylight 47 (Issue 6), Crannóg (Issue 52) magazine and Abridged 0-59: 
Persephone.  
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Beach 
 
Before we laid our blanket on the sand 

the weather changed 
there was nowhere to go 

only the futile shelter  
of rocks - others fled to their cars - 

but you insisted we walk the cliffs 
you liked looking down 

 were ready to swim  
whatever the temperature 

but the sea didn’t want you.  
 

 
Your skin was never whiter 

mine the colour of a bruised future 
somehow they were all present 

the long silences  
of your disapproval. I had been following  

your trail of broken shells 
but now like the waves  

I had plenty to say 
the sun’s opening eye 

became visible through grey. 
 
 
 
By Katie Martin 
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Poetry    Gifford Savage 
 
Gifford Savage is a Lay Reader in the Church of Ireland based at Bangor Abbey. When not 
preparing and delivering sermons to a captive audience he dabbles at writing and 
photography. Lagan Online used one of his poems in ‘The Power of Words: Poems for 
Holocaust Memorial Day 2018’, he was short-listed for the Bangor Poetry Competition 2018, 
and received a ‘commended’ award for his entry for the Open House Festival 40 Words 
Poetry Competition 2019. One of his pieces was included in the ‘Bangor’s Ghost’ exhibition 
in North Down Museum in June/July 2019. He has read at events throughout Northern 
Ireland. His photographs have appeared in a number of newspapers and magazines, most 
recently in the April 2020 edition of Road Racing Ireland. Gifford’s photographs have also 
appeared in The Bangor Literary Journal and number of his images were included in ‘The 
Church of Ireland , An illustrated history’, published by Booklink in 2013. 
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Last Lap 

  

He seemed too small for the hospital bed. 

Frail, vulnerable,  

skin like nicotine-stained white paint. 

The nurse plumped-up his pillows. 

“Will you try to eat something, 

maybe ice cream and jelly?” she cajoled, 

bringing fresh water. She smiled. 

He smiled. The physio  

came next, got him out of bed, 

shuffled him down the corridor.  

Steps hesitant, unsteady, 

face etched with concentration 

as if struggling to remember this most simple of tasks. 

Just put one foot in front of the other. 

One.    Foot.    In front.    Of the other. 

 

He’d raced at the Isle of Man TT. 

I pictured him back then: 

A young gun,  

chin on tank, tucked flat under the screen. 

Keen eyes sharply focussed ahead.  

Symbiotic synthesis of man and four-stroke engine, 

defying death on a thin grey strip 

between a green blur of trees and hedges. 

Strong legs, corded arms, 

leaning his weight from side-to-side 

with perfect balance. 

Knee slider scuffing tarmac, 

every inch of road memorised, 

every kink and bend,  

every bump and dip and camber, 

every apex and breaking-point. 

 

The standing-start was a struggle. 

A rollator has four wheels, not two. 

He was stuck in first gear. 

“That’s enough for today,  

let’s get you back into bed, 

we’ll try another lap tomorrow”. 

 

 
By Gifford Savage 
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Photography    Gaynor Kane 
 
 

 
 
Mussenden Temple in a Crystal Ball 
 
For Christmas, Gaynor's daughter gifted her a photographic crystal ball. She took it with her to 

'Space to Write' writer's retreat at Downhill Beach House in January 2020. This photograph is the 

result of a practice session on her daily walk of the coast whilst there. 

 

Gaynor Kane is a poet and photographer from Belfast.  She has had poetry and photography 
published in a range of journals.  Gaynor’s full collection of poems ‘Venus in pink Marble’ is 
due for release this year with Hedgehog Press.  
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Flash Fiction     Amanda Verlaque 
 

Amanda Verlaque is a TV drama producer who writes for stage and screen, including the 

pilot episode of An Irish Country Doctor, based on Bangor born Patrick Taylor’s best-selling 

novel. She has showcased plays in development at the Outburst Festival and is a recipient of 

an Arts Council NI’s Individual Artist Award.  
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A Stubborn Lump   

 

I sit by my cousin Susan’s hospital bedside listening to her explain the illness. Without warning 

she places my hand underneath her nightgown and directs my fingers across her right breast. 

I’m embarrassed at first but then I feel it beneath her cool skin: a walnut sized lump just below 

her areola.  

“There’ll be some readjusting for the kids until I’m back on my feet,” Susan says. “I’ll look a 

sight with no hair but it’ll grow back.”   

I don’t know what to say, so I nod as if I understand. Her business-like tone is strangely 

comforting. I remove my hand and she buttons her nightgown.  

Days pass. “Stop fretting, I won’t be in here for much longer.” Susan dismisses her worried 

family’s concerns. She ignores the experts. Weeks slide by and the stubborn set of her mouth 

slowly curls into an unsightly, unsettling grimace.  

The morphine doses increase but the cancer’s invasion is unstoppable, conquering her breast, 

lungs and liver. I learn from her Doctor that her defiance was a delusion. I visit her one last 

time and witness the carnage of grief among the living.  Susan is the only one at peace.  

 

By Amanda Verlaque 
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Painting    Elena Ibañez  
 

 
 
City Playground 
 
Acrylics on cardboard. 
This painting represents my idea of the joyful sensations of a child on entering a playground. 
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Painting    Elena Ibañez  
 

 

 

Traces 

Acrylics on cardboard. 
It is a vision of the complexity of the traces that plants and animals leave both in the air and 
on the ground. 
 

Greatly influenced by the work of Matisse, Picasso, Kandinsky and Hockney, Elena Ibañez is 
a biologist and a self-taught artist who works in acrylics to express feelings inspired by 
spaces filled with life. 
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Poetry    Maria Haugh 
 

Maria Haugh is a secondary school teacher in Cork city and she recently graduated with 

a first class honours from the MA in Creative Writing at UCC. She began writing and 

workshopping poems and short stories four years ago. Maria also runs a small business 

from my home in Clare where she invites writers to come and give workshops to 

beginners. Maria has recently been published in Crannóg and one of her short stories 

was highly commended in the Sean O Faoilean Short Story Competition in 2019. 
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Visiting Hours 

 

I find him in room 101 

marooned by the warp and welt 

of white sheets. White coats fill 

the vial where morphine ripples 

through his rockpools. Fearing 

the rogue wave, he binds his 

startled body to a buoy 

knotted fathoms deep, the way 

kelp clings to stone. 

 

I sit at his water’s edge 

and he slews his eyes to greet me. 

In the glittering pools of his gaze, the shoal 

gleams and the bladder wrack sways. 

I dip into his Dreampool to swim, 

feel saltwater silk on my skin. 

Weightless. He draws his head 

extends his limbs, becomes a star 

floating on the nightly sea. 

 

By Marie Haugh 
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Photography    Martyn Boyd 

 

 
 
Conlig Thunderhead 

 
A split-toned monochrome view of an anvil topped cloud formation gathered 

ominously in the early spring evening sky above Conlig Reservoir near 
Bangor, County Down, Northern Ireland. Captured while out casually 
plundering around a place I have rarely visited. 
 

 

Martyn Boyd lives in Bangor, Northern Ireland. He worked for 35 years in 

various fields as a photographer. Now, no longer constrained by client briefs, 
he enjoys the freedom of photography purely for himself - creating images 

he personally enjoys such as landscapes in his own creative style, mostly of 
the area where he lives. Often he does this when out motorcycling. Martyn 

also enjoys creating greetings cards from his work which he sells at local 
craft fairs. 
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Photography    Martyn Boyd 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
Strangford Winter 

 
A monochrome view across Strangford Lough near Greyabbey of Scrabo 

Tower atop Scrabo Hill viewed across Strangford Lough, County Down, 
Northern Ireland with a dusting of snow and a magnificent sky, seemingly 
reflecting the ripples in the sand flats at low tide. 
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Poetry    John Kelly 
 
John D. Kelly lives in Co. Fermanagh. His work has been awarded and commended 
in several competitions and published widely in magazines and anthologies. 
His debut collection will be published by Summer Palace Press in 2020. 
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Uncle Jack 
 
Always in a three piece suit and a felt hat 
when he wasn't in a boiler suit 
or soaking and smoking in a birthday suit 
in a white-enamelled, roll-top bath. 
 
He would often ring it, to the irk 
of my aunt, with a tidemark-slick  
of black soot, oil, nicotine and flux  
after a long day’s toil at The Yard.  
 
He told me he listened to the wireless  
there sometimes – in that bath. 
 
He was a welder, a hard worker, 
a heavy drinker, and a chain smoker; 
but the post mortem showed 
it was asbestosis that killed him. 
 
He had worked for a lifetime 
in plant rooms and engine rooms − 
arcing in the bowels of massive ships  
in the big dry docks of Belfast Harbour. 
 
And I’m now standing at a counter 
in Dock Street in my own black suit; 
and I’m sombre until a boiler maker 
is put up to me by an old workmate 
of his – a pipe lagger called Bill – 
smiling in a swirl of blue-grey smoke. 
 
We shake hands and chink glasses  
in honour of his memory  
and I see Bill calmly light another one 
without a match 
before his own filtered tube 
goes out; before he stubs it out 
in the old ceramic ashtray. 
that says 'Jack Daniel's' on it. 
 
I read it and smile; and I watch him sink 
the shot, but ‘only half’ the chaser. 
 
He lingers over it until the barman  
eventually catches my steely blue eyes  
like hot rivets, the spit of Uncle Jack’s, 
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and I order us another pair of pairs 
by pointing to the almost-empties 
with my own two yellowed fingers. 
 
By John Kelly 
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Photography    Penny Sharman 
 

 
 
Teasel Love 
 
TEASEL LOVE is an adapted photo that I took on a walk in Saddleworth where I live and I have 
mellowed the original shot to invoke soft emotions. 
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Photography    Penny Sharman 
 
 

 
 
Ice Sword 
 
ICE SWORD is a shot from a particularly frozen day in January up here in the hills, I love the black and 
white sharpness. 

Penny is a qualified Complimentary Therapist with over 20 years experience. She is also a 
counsellor, a healer and an awesome cook! Penny is a photographer and artist, but her 
focus for over 15 years has been writing poetry. Penny has an MA for Creative writing from 
Edge Hill University. She has had over 100 poems published in magazines such as The 
Interpreter’s House, Obsessed with Pipework, Strix, The North, Ink Sweat & Tears and 
Beautiful Dragons Anthologies. Penny’s pamphlet Fair Ground 2019 published by Yaffle 
Press and her first Collection Swim With Me In Deep Water 2019 published by Cerasus 
Poetry are available to buy from her website: pennysharman.co.uk Penny’s second 
collection is to be published in 2020/2021 by Knives Forks & Spoons Press. 
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Poetry     Kirsty Niven 
 
Kirsty Niven lives in Dundee, Scotland. Her poetry has been published in anthologies such 
as Nocturne, Landfall and Heat the Grease: We're Frying Up Some Poetry. She has also been featured 
in numerous magazines, including The Queer Dot, The Dawntreader and Causeway/Cabhsair. Kirsty's 
work can also be found online on sites like Ponder Savant, Voices and Poetry Breakfast. 
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Snow Globe 

I remember you as you were that final summer,  
stubbornly in your black hoodie and boots.  
In your eyes it was already winter and endings,  
the frost touching everything in your heart.  

You held my hand, a bird clinging to the nest,  
you knew deep down you shouldn’t leave.  
You went anyway, beginning your far migration;  
headed for Paris and its falling leaves.  

Your mind was drifting from mine even then 
although the smile still shone on your face.  
Black hoodie, the snort laugh, heart barely glued.  
A future withering on the road ahead of you.  

The horizon from the sun. The clouds from below.  
The memory refracts like a rainbow, glimpses of colour.  
Beyond this lay only death and decay.  
A snowstorm whirled in your glassy heart.  

 

By Kirsty Niven 
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Artwork    Amber Broughton 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Lapwing 
 
Colouring Pencil and Ink on Fabriano Rosaspina Paper 70X100cm. A piece from Amber's ongoing 
series of works which feature wild birds that are currently at the highest rating of conservation 
concern in Ireland. Amber likes to use large areas of blank space in her work which she refers to as 
the "contemplative void". Amber enjoys the lengthy time based aspect of her detailed drawing 
process as it encourages her to be mindful. 
 
Amber Broughton is an up and coming artist living and working on the Beara Peninsula, in the South 
West of Ireland.  She has an Honours Bachelor Degree in Fine Art from Crawford College of Art and 
Design, in Cork City from 2009-2013. She also has  an interest in natural science and the 
environment .  Amber works predominantly in pencil and colouring pencil, however she says she 
considers the paper on which she draws on, as an equally important tool in her process.  Amber's 
work references themes such as rural life and nature, and aims to explore ideas of connection and 
inspire quietness and self reflection.  
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Featured Poet  
Peter Adair 

 

 
 

 
 

Peter Adair won the 2015 Translink Poetry Competition and the Funeral Services Northern 
Ireland Poetry Competition in 2016. He was a 12NOW (New Original Writer) with Lagan 
Online. His poems have appeared in The Honest Ulsterman, PN Review, Poetry Ireland 

Review, The Galway Review, Four X Four, The Bangor Literary Journal, The Poets’ Republic, 
Boyne Berries and other journals and anthologies. He has been shortlisted for the Seamus 
Heaney Award for New Writing. A poem is forthcoming in Eyewear’s anthology The Best 

British and Irish Poets 2019, which features poets who have not published a collection. He 
lives in Bangor, Co Down. 
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Peter, we are delighted that you have agreed to chat to us about your work.  This is 

certainly an unusual time that we find ourselves in.  

 

Thanks, Amy and Paul, for keeping the BLJ going in these dark times when we are frightened 

and many are grieving.  As we speak in March, the NHS is preparing ‘treatment centres’ in 

NI.  I’m also aware that thousands are losing their jobs, whether you’re an artist or a dish 

washer.   

 

So Peter, how are you coping with staying at home? 

 

Living alone I’m, well, used to being alone, which has its uneasy hours.  I hope your more 

sociable readers will find ways to adapt.  Emily Dickinson’s poem about loneliness comes to 

mind:  ‘The Maker of the soul/Its Caverns and its Corridors/Illuminate – or seal –‘ 

 

Can poetry console us at such times?   

 

So the Radio Four presenters tell me.   

 

Peter, I know you dislike the self-promotion thing… but … 

 

At my age, having been so many selves, talking about ‘yourself’ is tinged with irony.  A coat 

walking down the street with no one in the coat. 

 

Anyway, congratulations on having a poem in the Eyewear anthology The 2019 Best 

British and Irish Poets.  

 

Thanks, Amy.  Unfortunately its publication has been postponed because of the virus.  It was 

a boost, though I’m sceptical about ‘Best’ anthologies.  I don’t enter many competitions, but 

Several NI poets have appeared in earlier editions and I’m pleased to join them.  My poem, 

The Acorn Road, first appeared in PN Review – which was a great endorsement.  It’s about 

recruits training in Clandeboye Estate, Bangor, in 1914 – another dark year.   

 

You published in the mid-90s, then fell 

silent for 15 years or so.  Was it 

difficult to find your way back to the 

local poetry scene? 

 

Hmn.  Perhaps I should have stayed 

mute.  There are a lot of voices 

clamouring to be heard.  Winning the 

Funeral Services NI Poetry Competition 

in 2018 made me think it might be 

worth taking up again ‘the mug’s game’ 
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– Bangor’s Ross Thompson, by the by, is a previous winner.  My nervous system has never 

recovered from reading from the lectern at the great  

hall at Stormont under the glowering gaze of Ian Paisley’s portrait.   

 

Colin Dardis, I believe, encouraged you? 

 

Immeasurably.  After winning the competition, I ventured to the open mic (may it return 

soon) he and Geraldine O’Kane run at the Crescent Arts Centre.  I gave an abysmal, head-

bowed, mumbling reading, but Colin offered a few tips about reciting, urging me to come 

back.  He also promoted me and others when he was editor of the late lamented Lagan 

Online. 

 

Are you working towards a first collection? 

 

There are a lot of poetry books out there, Amy!  A sign of poetic health or, cynics say, a 

result of the creative writing industry.  I am filed under ‘Older Writer’.  And with that comes 

those cheery themes of loss and ageing body all the ghosts and dead days more alive than 

the present.  And to celebrate people on the outside – I have met so many, say with mental 

illness, who have moved me.  The people written out of history…This is getting pretentious.  

These interviews can easily become parody.  

 

‘Poetry saves lives’, some poets believe. 

 

I’m wary of such grandiose claims.  To be sure, it cost lives in Stalin’s Russia.  Food, money, 

house, heat come first.  Surviving.  Especially these days.  Poetry – or art – is an extra.  

Words console, briefly, but can’t solve the problem of getting through each day.  Let’s face 

it, poetry isn’t football.  Still, one day I have hopes of being an Instagram star with a million 

followers, like a latter-day Mrs Hemans. 

 

I know you have health problems and haven’t worked 

for some years.  Can you say a little about your past 

career? 

 

Gosh, Amy.  That’s another person.  He made a career of 

having no career.  He covered the waterfront, and bleak 

unemployment offices, as they were called in olden 

times – I’m sorry for those having to deal with Universal 

Credit (that ridiculous name)  His greatest success was in 

the Thatcherite mid-1990s when he helped an illiterate 

man learn how to read.  Some freelance writing and BBC 

work in the early 2000s.  A bookselling venture collapsed in 2007.  Since then…well, I’ve 

learnt a lot from people in day centres and day clinics. 
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You’ve preciously said that you have never formally studied creative writing. 

 

I’m one of the few people who hasn’t.  But I was lucky enough – blessed – to be a member 

of Queen’s University Writers’ Group for a year. 

 

When it was led by the late Ciaran Carson? 

 

Indeed.  Wondrous days.   Ah, and more than two of us sitting crammed together round that 

big table at the Seamus Heaney Centre. Each week I learnt something new about putting 

words together, either from Ciaran or all those brilliant writers.  He had this uncanny gift for 

homing in on the strengths and weaknesses of a text  -  winnowing out the verbal chaff, 

finding, say, the five lines worth keeping from a 20-line poem.  I think we were all in awe of 

him. 

 

 

What do you think about the phrase ‘Bangor is an energy’? 

 

Well, it has more energy than I do.  Poetically, yes.  Moyra Donaldson, Paul Maddern, Ross 

Thompson, a certain Amy Louise Wyatt.  And others.  In the last years the town has awoken 

from its cultural torpor.  Let’s hope we’ll soon enjoy those readings again at the Blackberry 

Path-Art Studios. 

 

Finally Peter, do you believe that faith plays a role in writing at all? 

 

At school an evangelical junta put me off church and God as the headmaster in the sky 

caning sinners and rewarding prefects.  I have since met many decent, imaginative 

Christians. But thon teachers were vintage 1970s small town, small minded Ulster 

evangelicals.  Their Christianity was, to misquote Matthew Arnold: ‘morality tinged with 

pettiness’.   Commend me to the Cathars. 

 

Thank you Peter, for chatting with us, and we look forward to seeing what poetry you 

bring us in 2020.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Peter pictured with poet Moyra Donaldson whilst 
being presented with his Highly Commended 
Certificate in the FORTY WORDS Competition at 
The Blackberry Path Studios in Bangor. 
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Peter’s poems ‘Flax’ and ‘Elsewhere’ were shortlisted for The Seamus                                      
Heaney Award for New Writing in 2018. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Peter pictured reading alongside poet Mel McMahon at Aspects Literary Festival in 2018. 
 
 
 
 
 

You can follow Peter on Twitter at https://twitter.com/slipperypawords 

https://twitter.com/slipperypawords
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Matchsticks 

For Geordie McAdam 

 

He sits at the window, tunes 

his fiddle made from matchsticks, 

reading the runes. 

 

Deadpan sage, 

in pink shirt, tie and trilby, 

did it take an age 

 

to match match to match? 

‘Sure I had the time,’ 

he says, and laughs. 

 

Electric ripples from his arms, 

the Graces skip and swirl 

from his matchbox of charms, 

 

hands and fiddle twins,  

a single voice that sings Rejoice 

as spirit wins 

 

over body’s diminuendo: 

sound a soft blaze of light, 

a rough harmony. 

 

 * 

 

As we sift the framed poems 

on the studio walls, 

he’s at pains 

 

to entertain us: ‘The fellow who wrote 

this one was set to swing 

but it saved his throat.’ 

 

My feet tap the beat on bare boards, 

tap out discordant  

noise, the cars’ roar. 

 

I settle for the fiddler man –  

skip the music of the spheres –  

the lightsome man 
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 * 

 

Half at peace in his swift dance 

across the strings, 

as if this tune will last 

 

and, still, there’s half a chance 

of joining in; concord; 

effortless task; 

 

quick step, slow dream meet; 

breezy reel, lament, 

defy with a note 

 

the day’s defeat, 

as we leave in twos, alone –  

never the twain shall meet –  

 

thanking the fiddler who left school 

at fourteen, fingers wise, 

nobody’s fool. 

 

 

 

By Peter Adair 
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Hoard 

 

Victorian dormer windows. 

Under floorboards 

Carson’s rusty rifles, 

 

pikes dumped in ’98,  

settler’s axe, 

comb, whiskey jug; 

 

St Finnian’s middle  

finger, gold broach, 

quern, 

 

six-year-old’s  

fluid-swollen 

skull. 

 

Up to Victoria Avenue, 

Ards: 

what will survive of us is 

 

a billion plastic bags. 

 

 

By Peter Adair 
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Growing Habits 

 

Spring sun.  We grow again, push through soil, 

devouring light and water. 

Like Archillea Millefolium, 

the ferny flower which dies back 

in winter but revives in spring. 

I stroke its buds. 

 

Or the seeded ones, the fresh arrivals 

cradled in hundreds of plastic pots. 

We nurse them towards the light 

until they grow on us.  Petals. 

Healing leaves.  Roots 

firming up in plastic heat. 

 

The hose hisses, drips on the ground. 

The flowers breathe in, breathe out. 

In need of air and sky 

I step outside our polythene temple 

astonished that I breathe, 

astonished to reach another May. 

 

So let me gaze at Sanvitalia speciosa 

with buttercup yellow flowers 

perfect for baskets and bowls, 

its habits unobstrusive. 

It doesn’t grow too high or fast. 

It lies low.  It survives. 

 

By Peter Adair 
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Photography    Karen Mooney 

 

 

There’s a place for us 
 
This image was captured at the folly in the grounds of Mount Stewart.  I think we’re all struggling to 
come to terms with our place in the world at the moment and we take comfort, where we can, 
should that be in faith or in the companionship of others - even if only virtually. 
  
  
Karen has been scribbling lyrics and poetry and taking snaps of favourite places since 2016. Her work 
has been published in USA, UK and Ireland and her photography has been published in The Bangor 
Literary Journal and Re-side Zine.   She will be releasing a  poetry pamphlet with Hedgehog Poetry 
Press later this year. 
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Poetry    Elinor Clark 

 

Elinor is a recent philosophy graduate hailing from Leeds in the cold and rainy North of 

England. She writes obsessively and has recent work published or forthcoming in Strix, Book 

XI, Wild West Press and Poetry Village.  
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To the bodies unseen 
 
 
I slapped blusher across the horizon 
and powdered the sky blue. No one  
had seen my body for years.  
It must have been ten at least,  
the last time I was persuaded  
to go to the swimming pool. I’d hidden  
awkwardly in the corner  
of the changing rooms, clumsily clipping 
on my bra one-handed, shrouded  
in my towel as I tried not to watch  
the other women chatting naked, glowing  
and smelling of floral things, scented sprays 
and talcum powder. My friend laughed  
and asked me what was wrong. I didn’t  
answer, didn’t know how to explain  
that my body was uncharted territory,  
left unobserved for years. Five years  
to be exact, and a couple of months,  
that one drunk night at a Christmas do  
when unfamiliar hands had roamed 
across flesh, leaving heavy prints  
on the air-aching skin. Now I wonder,  
if no one sees it, does that make it  
exist less? Like a crash in a forest 
which nobody heard,  
a rash on a corpse. 
Nobody cared. 
 
 
By Elinor Clark 
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Flash Fiction    Csilla Toldy 

Csilla Toldy’s poetry and fiction has been published in numerous literary reviews and 

anthologies, the latest being poetry in “Writing Home” by Dedalus Press and her short story 

collection, “Angel Fur and other stories” by Stupor Mundi.  
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Matryoshka 

 

My mother sits at the head of my bed holding my hand. She talks about the war in her 
childhood. Hunger and fear, a city burning. Frozen carcasses of horses chopped up with axes 
- the soldiers bring noodles in buckets. 

When the battles are won, they calm and tell tales about their homeland. Rafts slide on the 
green mass of water, crossing the Volga. As far as the eyes can see, golden rye fields spread 
in the sunshine. Men poise the scythe, women tie the grass, singing songs about their 
daughters and sons they have left behind in timber houses. The children sit on wooden 
chairs around a huge oak table. Little fingers select the chaff from the grain. Their 
grandmothers talk about the bold ones, who, driven by anger or curiosity wander out into 
the dark forest, only to find that Baba Yaga ferries them away. 

But this room is peaceful, wood cracks in the stove. My mother’s hot hand glows on my 
face, as she peels away the layers of this dream, till I am only a seed, flying in the wind. 

 

By Csilla Toldy 
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Poetry    Lynda Tavakoli 
 

Lynda Tavakoli  is a writer and poet from Lisburn. Her debut poetry collection, 'The Boiling 
Point for Jam', will be launched this summer with Arlen House.  
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You’re beautiful   
 
say it to the person who saved you 
by saying it 
and didn’t even know 
 
say it at the moon to borrow its beauty 
for yourself  
just by noticing 
 
say it because that’s what the world 
might become if  
we said it more often 
 
say it to yourself  
when it’s not 
who you are facing in the mirror 
 
say it even if the one 
you say it to 
wounds with their indifference 
 
say it out loud 
like a poem learned at school - 
it will live in you afterwards 
 
say it in a lonely room 
for walls have ears 
and sound travels fastest through solids 
 
say it for nothing 
because something offered freely 
is blessed with more than what we cannot see 
 
say it so that nobody 
can hear - then let it go 
and see how far a fragile thought can fly 
 
say it to the one who saved you 
by saying it 
and didn’t even know 
 
you’re beautiful 
 
 
By Lynda Tavakoli 
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A Review  

of Ross Thompson’s  

‘Threading the Light’ 

By Glen Wilson 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Threading the Light 

Ross Thompson 

2019 Dedalus Press. 

ISBN 9781910251591 
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From the opening poem ‘There is always a Lighthouse’ Thompson brings the reader straight 
into his world, finishing with the exquisite line ‘The dark is strong but the light never 
weakens’.  It’s a promise he keeps throughout this collection, showing us the lesser explored 
corners with a deft touch. 

The first section deals with a lot of formative themes with such poems as ‘Roman candle’ 
and ‘Lifeblood’ in which a childhood recollection collides with the present action of drawing 
blood. It is a wonderfully balanced piece that steps nimbly between the present and the 
past. 
 
‘Magic Bullet’ is a prime example of Thompson’s ability to take poems in an imaginative 
direction, steering what seems to be a troubles recollection into wild and image-rich 
scenarios. 
 
Thompson has a deep poetic toolkit to draw from and he uses it to bring many of the 
characters in this book to such vivid life, one such example is the teacher in ‘Postscripts’: 
 

‘…Many met untimely deaths 
in the bleak eighties, silenced by detonator 
or armalite, now all but forgotten 
  
in weekly obituaries written in black 
and traced by my teacher, hoping to undo fact’  
 

He also tackles his Christian faith skilfully and subtly in such poems as ‘True Faith’, 
eschewing any form of hagiography and showing a walk of faith with all its challenges and 
triumphs. 
 
‘Olympia Splendid ‘66’ is a particular favourite of mine, a poem of discovery where we find 
an abandoned room of typewriters; 
  

‘The same touch-typed phrase, over and over and over: 
I ask nothing of you…only that you love me’ 
 

The second section ‘The New World’ sees Thompson build on his formative poems with 
work that is adventurous and keen to explore. We see Thompson’s keen knowledge of film 
and cinema in poems ‘Chaplinitis’ and ‘The Projectionist’s hands’. 
  
This section is also where we find the delightful ‘Domino day’ where Thompson’s skill in the 
finer details comes to the fore, as he builds drama at a microscopic level. Magnificent.  
  
The third section ‘Eyeing the Needle’ brings us fresh revelations, from the touching poem in 
memory of Elliott Smith ‘Happiness Matters’ and ‘Infinity’ where  
  

‘…the day and night 
are divided by the slightest margin,’ 
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and Thompson is an expert at embedding such divisions in these poems, the tension in them 
is measured, just right. 
  
This consideration reaches its apex with the title poem ‘Threading the Light’, where the 
precariousness and beauty of life and faith is rendered wonderfully in sixteen succinct lines. 
  
The fourth section deals further with aging and loss, including the beautifully moving ‘The 
Daily Crossword’ and culminates in the opus of the multi-part ‘Grief is great’. 
  
Things come full circle with the fifth section and the closing poem ‘On Castlerock Beach’, an 
excellent piece that gives us a chance to appreciate the journey and journeys these poems 
have taken us on. 
  
This is a thoughtful and enlightening collection with many poems that will surprise, move 
and delight in equal measure, handled perfectly by an extremely talented and considerate 
poet. 
 
Purchase Threading the Light here: https://www.dedaluspress.com/product/threading-the-
light/ 
  
 
 
 
Glen Wilson lives in Portadown. He is a civil servant and 
Worship Leader at St Mark’s Church of Ireland 
Portadown.  He studied English and Politics at Queens 
University Belfast and has a Post-Grad Diploma in 
Journalism studies from the University of Ulster. He has 
been widely published having work in The Honest 
Ulsterman, Bangor Literary Journal and The Paperclip 
amongst others. He won the Seamus Heaney Award for 
New Writing 2017, the Jonathan Swift Creative Writing 
Award in 2018 and The Trim Poetry competition in 
2019. His first collection of poetry An Experience on the 
Tongue with Doire Press is out now.  

     
https://glenwilsonpoetry.wordpress.com/ 
Twitter @glenhswilson 
Purchase An Experience on the Tongue here: 
https://www.doirepress.com/writers/g_l/glen_wilson/  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://www.dedaluspress.com/product/threading-the-light/
https://www.dedaluspress.com/product/threading-the-light/
https://glenwilsonpoetry.wordpress.com/
https://www.doirepress.com/writers/g_l/glen_wilson/
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A Silent War 

In Support of Cruse Bereavement Care 

 

 

 

A Silent War is a poetic response to the Covid-19 pandemic, 2020: an interconnected 

sequence of sixteen pieces viewed in part through the prism of war poetry. 

 

Written and curated by Ross Thompson, it features the voices of Pat Boran, Glen Wilson, 

Amy Louise Wyatt, Ray Givans, David Braziel, Nessa O’Mahony, Linda McKenna, Enda Wyley, 

Cathy Carson, Keith Payne, Tory Campbell, Colin Dardis, Gaynor Kane, Matthew Rice and 

Mel McMahon. 

 

Funds raised from this project will go towards Cruse Bereavement Care, who offer 

counselling and support to children, young people and adults. 

 

https://www.gofundme.com/f/a-silent-

war?utm_source=customer&utm_medium=copy_link&utm_campaign=p_cf+share-flow-1 

 

 

https://rossthompson.bandcamp.com/album/a-silent-war 

https://www.gofundme.com/f/a-silent-war?utm_source=customer&utm_medium=copy_link&utm_campaign=p_cf+share-flow-1
https://www.gofundme.com/f/a-silent-war?utm_source=customer&utm_medium=copy_link&utm_campaign=p_cf+share-flow-1
https://rossthompson.bandcamp.com/album/a-silent-war
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The Forty Words 
Competition 2020  

 
is now open for submissions.  The 

deadline for submissions is midnight 
30th June 2020. 

For this competition there are two 
categories: 

A MINI-FICTION CATEGORY: 
ENTER A PIECE OF PROSE ON 
ANY TOPIC, IN ANY STYLE, AS 
LONG AS IT IS 40 WORDS OR 

LESS. (TITLE AND WHITE SPACES 
NOT INCLUDED IN WORD 

COUNT) 
 

A MINI-POETRY CATEGORY: ENTER A POEM ON ANY TOPIC, ANY STYLE AND ANY 
AMOUNT OF LINES OR STANZAS, AS LONG AS IT IS 40 WORDS OR LESS. (TITLE 

AND WHITE SPACES NOT INCLUDED IN WORD COUNT)  
 

You can enter from anywhere in the world.  Open to both established and emerging writers. 

Deadline for submissions: Midnight 30th June 2020.  Shortlist shall be published here and on 
social media in mid- June! 

First prize for each category: The winning pieces of poetry and prose shall be featured in The 
Bangor Literary Journal, alongside a feature about the winning writers.  The winners shall 

have the opportunity to read their winning pieces at an upcoming festival and be presented 
with their framed certificates and a piece of original artwork; plus other reading 

opportunities in 2020/21. 
 

Second prize for each category: Your piece will feature in The Bangor Literary Journal, you 
will receive a certificate and you will be offered reading opportunities. 

 
There will also be a commended and highly commended list for each category, with reading 

opportunities. 

It is £3.50 to enter a piece of poetry or prose or enter two pieces for £6, or four pieces for 
£10.  This is a fundraising event to help us cover the costs of our website; our launch events 

and if there’s anything left over, it will go straight into promoting the journal. 
You can enter as many times as you wish! 
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Artwork    Sarah L. Dolan 

 

 
 
Moonbow 
 
Pastel, pen, poster paint and paper - moonbows are like rainbows but you can only see 
them at night - in view of the latest craze to stick a rainbow in your window I wanted to 
share my enthusiasm for all things wonderful in this world we live in 
 
Sarah L Dolan is a long distance member of Cross Border Poets, belongs to a local art group 
and attends playwriting scratches in Glasgow. Her claim to fame is meeting Spit the Dog 
from Tiswas. She is currently working on writing and illustrating for children. For a sneaky 
peak visit lemoninkproductions.home.blog 
 


